
 

The Korg Pa500 Indian Styles is a 49 key step sequencer, with 12-voice polyphony, 4 oscillators (2 crystal), 2 LFOs (1 low pass
and 1 high pass), 3 envelopes, and 4 effects engines. One of the most interesting aspects of this machine is it's ability to produce
authentic Indian music styles such as Bollywood. With just one press of the footswitch you can access three different presets for
each style. You can even go beyond these categories into an assortment of your own custom rhythms by creating your own kit
using any acoustic instrument on the keyboard itself. The connection made between the player and the machine is unique in that
it has a one to one ratio. It will even play in a style of Indian music if you sing, such as in the category of "Sitar Style". If you
click on any category it will play the different rhythms, for example Indian Pop. It is considered an authentic sound machine
because of its ability to imitate instruments such as the sitar and tabla drums. The Korg Series 01 Keyboards were all released
with these five styles: Afro-Cuban, Asian, Bollywood, Latin and World. The Pa500 series can emulate most instruments from
around the world with ease due to their range of different styles including jazz, rock and calypso. 

Korg Pa1x+ Styles

Korg Pa3x Styles

The following styles are included in the Pa500:

The Korg Pa2x+'s signature feature is its ability to play complex rhythms using any instrument on the keyboard itself. This
device can also be used to easily modify, sequence and store the rhythms you create. With all of this functionality available to
you, how can you use it? The user manual provides different ways for playing around with the software instrument. These
include: selecting a rhythm from one of the pre-set rhythm kits; having fun by creating your own kits; selecting a rhythm kit
which suits your personal style; playing Indian music with an authentic touch. By using the built-in recorder you can play music
straight from the keyboard itself. If you have a sound card then you'll be able to record your own sounds and use them as kits. 

The Pa3x's signature feature is its ability to create complex rhythms using any instrument on the keyboard itself. This device
also allows players a way of selecting, playing and sequencing rhythms based on their personal taste and style. With all of this
functionality available to you, how can you use it? The user manual provides different ways for playing around with the
software instrument. These include: selecting a rhythm from one of the pre-set rhythm kits; having fun by creating your own
kits; selecting a rhythm kit which suits your personal style; playing Indian music with an authentic touch. The Pa3x+ features a
built-in recorder that will allow you to play music straight from the keyboard itself. If you have a sound card then you'll be able
to record your own sounds and use them as kits. The recorder will only record the last 60 seconds worth of playing time so do
not overdo it as it may take up room on your computer's hard drive if you record for too long. 

The Pa1x is capable of playing complex rhythms using any instrument on the keyboard itself.
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